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Солнечные электростанции
мощностью 50МВт (СЭС Шаульдер)

Солнечные электростанции
мощностью 20МВт (СЭС Кызыласкер)

Ветряные электростанции
мощностью 156МВт (ВЭС Аршалы)

Солнечные электростанции
мощностью 20МВт (СЭС Кызыласкер)

Ветряные электростанции
мощностью 156МВт (ВЭС Аршалы)

Work in this area is one of the main 

aspects that separates our 

company in the engineering 

services market by the level of 

experience and responsibility. 

To date, we have placed more than 

ten alternative energy sources into 

service. The overall capacity of the 

objects exceeds 800 Megawatts.

ENERGY SPHERE

Solar Power Plants with 100MW power 
capacity (SPP Kapshagay)

Wind Power Plants with 156MW 
power capacity (WPP Arshaly)

Fiber-optic communication line 
constructions (Kyrgyzstan border)

Solar Power Plants with 50MW power 
capacity (SPP Shaulder)

Solar Power Plants with 50MW power 
capacity (SPP Kaskelen)

Solar Power Plants with 20MW power 
capacity (SPP Kyzylasker)



Wind Power Plants with 100MW and 
50MW power capacity (WPP Aktogay)

220 kW of Overhead power transmission lines

Solar Power Plants with 14MW 
power capacity (SPP Arys)

Wind Power Plants with 50MW 
power capacity (WPP Kostanay)

Solar Power Plants with 50MW power 
capacity (SPP Sholakkorgan)



Апарт-отель в г. АлматыАпарт-отель в г. Алматы

SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

People's economic performance, as well as their standard of living and quality of life, are 
directly affected by the development of social infrastructure. This sphere is the main and 
fundamental aspect of the urban environment, and it encompasses a wide range of industries 
that provide a pleasant living for the inhabitants. 

As a result, one of our company's main areas of focus is to provide quality supervision services 
for the construction of socially significant urban infrastructure facilities such as gas stations, 
urban life support systems, bus parks and public transportation stops, hotel complexes, 
population recreational facilities, and medical and sports facilities and complexes.

Apartment hotel in Almaty city

Sport medical center

«St. Regis Astana» 
Hotel complex



BTA Bank building

«McDonald's» Restaurant «Esentai City» Office buildings

«SEN voice music studio» 
Music school

«Zhetysu» Hotel complex

«Bavaria, Hyundai, Rolls-Royce» Car dealerships



SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

«ACE» Indoor tennis center 7 and 8 floors of JSC «Kazakhtelecom» building 

«Compass» Gas stations and 
«Burger King» fast food cafés in 
Almaty and Nur-Sultan cities

«Ba Tu travel» Bus depot «KazGASA» University 



«Sokol» STC Race Track Major road overhaul

29 Traffic 
lights objects

Green belt around 
Nur-Sultan city Gas stations



ЖК «Центральный»

More than 1,000,000 square meters of residential space testify to our company's active 
involvement in residential development. And we are only planning to expand in this direction. 
Our team is constantly growing to include additional highly skilled specialists, allowing us to 
greatly expand our coverage of construction projects.

Residential complexes are a critical component of the city system, and quality control in the 
construction of residential buildings and structures is extremely important to the end buyer 
and customer. Our company's purpose is to provide technical supervision of these categories 
of things in order to ensure high quality construction and timely completion of the 
objects for use.

RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES

«LANDMARK» Residential complex «METROPOLE» Residential complex

«Centralniy» Residential complex



«ARGENTO» Residential complex «BASENOVA 10» Residential complex

«Molodezhnyi» Residential complex «LEGENDA» Residential complex

«AL'FARABI 27» Multiunit Residential complex



RESIDENTIAL COMPLEXES

«TERRENKUR TERRACE» Residential complex Villa town in Almaty city

«Prestige» Residential complex «Comfort» Residential complex

«AQ-DIDAR» 
Residential complex

«Koktobe City» 
Residential complex

«AUEZOV CITY» Multiunit 
Residential complex



«Buta Legacy» 
Residential complex

«MEDEU PARK» 
Residential complex

«Elif Towers»  
Residential complex

«PARASAT» 
Residential complex

«Alim» 
Residential complex 

«Dostar» 
Residential complex

«ATLANT» 
Residential complex



Управление проектом по реализации 
инфраструктуры ритейл парка пл. 204 га
Project management of the implementation of the retail 
park infrastructure with an area of 204 hectares

INDUSTRIAL WAREHOUSE PROJECTS

Work on industrial and warehouse construction projects is another area in which our 
organization has excelled. Our specialists' high level of qualification in this field has 
demonstrated the benefits of holding first-level accreditations in project management, 
technical and architectural supervision. 

Construction of industrial assets on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan is a straight 
path to an independent country's sustainable economy. Our company's technical supervision 
experts have gained great knowledge while participating in the engineering of industrial 
complex facilities. We didn't miss an opportunity to demonstrate our qualifications while at 
work, which will help us achieve greater heights in the future!

«ABM Logistics» Administrative 
and warehouse building 

Administrative and warehouse building for the 
exploitation and maintenance of warehouses



Управление проектом по реализации 
инфраструктуры ритейл парка пл. 204 га

«Karina» Production building and final 
products warehouse 

«Mareven» 
Food production plant 

«Buran Boiler» 
Production workshop 

Coffee beans processing workshop
«Maslo-Del» Hydrogenation and 
hydrogen production workshop



Almaty plant of sandwich panels

Объект по добыче полиметаллических 
руд «ШалкияЦинк ЛТД»

7 нефтебаз в Республике Казахстан7 нефтебаз в Республике Казахстан

INDUSTRIAL-WAREHOUSE ASSETS

XPS panels production workshop

«ShalkiyaZinc LTD» 
Polymetallic ores extraction facility

Warehouse at the 
«SPP Kapshagay» facility

7 Oil tank farms 
in the Republic of Kazakhstan



INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS AND CUSTOMERS

Germany Italy China

Turkey France Japan



Certificates of compliance:

ST RK ISO 45001-2019 «Occupational health 

and safety management system»;

ST RK ISO 14001-2016 «Environmental 

Management System»;

ST RK ISO 9001-2016 «Quality Management 

System»

Licenses:

Construction and installation works;

Project activities;

Survey activities

Certificates of accreditation for:

Project management in architecture, urban planning 

and construction field;

 

Implementation of engineering services for technical 

supervision at technically and technologically 

complex facilities of the first level of 

responsibility;

Performance of expert work on the technical 

examination of the reliability and stability of 

buildings and structures at technically and 

technologically complex facilities of the first and 

second levels of responsibility

PERMITS



ПОРТФОЛИО

Working with various customer requirements necessitates a tailored 
strategy to each client. In our job, we always consider the 
circumstances, appraise the situation constructively, and demonstrate 
flexibility where necessary.

The corporate team is made up of dedicated professionals who enjoy 
what they do, have a wide range of skills, and a wealth of experience, 
allowing them to make sound decisions. 

The majority of construction technology faults can only be 
recognized with specialized and validated equipment. 
Our organization has the necessary technical 
resources.

The quickness with which problems are solved is also preferable, 
because the pace of enormous objects construction needs
 immediate solutions and answers.

OUR ADVANTAGES

PORTFOLIO

Individual requirements

Experienced Professionals

Own instrumental and technological facilities

Efficiency of work

The portfolio's objective is to inform you on the work of «KazBuildExpert» LLP. Working with 
various customer requirements necessitates a tailored approach to each client. In our work, 
we always consider the circumstances, assess the situation constructively, and demonstrate 
flexibility where necessary. All of our actions are focused at long-term outcomes, because we 
are mostly motivated by the potential that the customer will return to us another time and will 
most likely refer us to their partners. Throughout its history, the organization has proven to be 
a reliable, promising, and responsible executor.

Today, «KazBuildExpert» LLP continues to develop and execute project management solutions 
in order to expand its offerings in its field of activity.
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